Every day is a/an (noun) _________ at Chimp Haven. First, I stop to say (a greeting) _____________ to the chimpanzee troop outside of my (place) ___________. Henry, Juan, and Midge give me a (adjective) __________ welcome, and then I start my day! Next, I grab a bottle of (liquid drink) __________. The chimpanzees love (flavor) ____________, so they'll be excited to see my (color) __________ bottle. Now I’m ready to start my chimpanzee (noun) __________. While most of the chimpanzees rush over to receive their (flavor) __________ flavored (liquid drink) __________, some chimpanzees do not want to be disturbed. There are more than (number) __________ chimpanzees in the colony, so I spend time saying (a greeting) __________ to the troops. Building relationships is key! After a long day of pant-hoots and (liquid drink) __________ squirts my (noun) __________ are complete! The (adjective) __________ part of each day is observing the chimpanzees live the Chimp Life.